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Course  

The United Nations and  Crime Prevention 

dr hab. Sławomir REDO 

f. UN Senior Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice Expert 

email: slawomir.redo@univie.ac.at 

 

Outline: The last two decades have seen dramatic changes in the field of  international crime prevention and criminal justice. Evidenced-based 

justice and crime prevention has been challenged by calls not only  to relax the criminal procedure, but to get tough on first-time offenders, and even 

tougher on  recidivists. If every second violent offender returns to prison, then reducing the number of future crime victims does not only depend on  

more successful prisoner’s rehabilitation but also on social reintegration of  those released and better anti-victimization strategies and policies, 

starting with early prevention.    In line with  the progressive  United Nations international law, criminal policy and social justice objectives this 

course examines how  to reduce the number of future  offenders and victims by especially  focusing on  the intergenerational (individual and social), 

intercultural and international aspects of early crime prevention, primary or secondary.  The course goes also, to some extent, through   the related  

tertiary crime prevention and  criminological concepts in connection with criminal violence, security, safety, sustainable development, public 

participation, good governance and intercultural training skills - for the social rehabilitation/reintegration for the  rule of law across the world. From 

this level the course draws country and urban examples of practical glocal (global/local) countering to various forms of crime. These criminological 

concepts, examples and issues ranging from psychopathic to emphatic/cooperative/networking aspects involved in the question of  youth, violent 

and  transnational organized crime will be presented in terms of  the United Nations crime prevention principles and good practices; particularly, 

principles that aim at the protection of children and youth at risk. This will be done in accordance with the United Nations interdisciplinary  

experience and the related law, including the UN Charter aiming at saving succeeding generations from the scourge of war.  

 

This objective  implies intergenerational learning of  such crime prevention principles and practices that  contribute to the UN Justice and Security 

Sector Reform (SSR), a recent major global criminal policy overhaul in 193 Member States of the Organization. In this framework, and conversely, 

the course is helpful to making inroads into the prevention of crime by next generations with those who may violate the rule of law. The course’s 

emphasis is on  more public, cooperative, inclusive, accountable and evidence-based work  to counter excessive relative deprivation that undermines 

the SSR’s goal to develop  a more comprehensive human security framework. 

 

Aim: In this context, recalling the  above  aim of the UN Charter, this course on The United Nations and Crime Prevention reinvigorates it for the 

present generation of  studying the United Nations – the future decision- and policy-makers, with a view  to  building their instrumental capacity to 

expand humane and effective crime counteraction by reformist and inclusive planning, pursued by the United Nations through its post-2015 

sustainable development goals.   In line with the operationalization of the  Charter’s  progressive legal and socio-economic objectives (arts. 13 and 

55) through these forthcoming goals, UN’s diplomatic and other expert practice, the course aims to demonstrate the importance of cooperative 

thinking, good strategic planning, and the initial priority of own delivery over returns.  Building up on the previous course experience and 
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evaluations it teaches a more inclusive and  publicly accountable  approach to Crime Prevention, strategically and managerially, as a socially 

renewable resource. I doing so the course: (a)  blends  academic and practical approaches to countering street and other conventional  crime, in 

terms of  developmental (individual and institutional), situational and  social crime prevention in the context of unlocking the cycle of self-sustained 

poverty and over-dependency on social welfare; (b) conveys the message that while  Crime Prevention  should be an evidenced-based scientific 

discipline that internationally and domestically is also an art of technical, multiagency and intercultural communication and cooperation; (c) teaches 

non-schematic thinking needed for innovation; (d) is intended to motivate its participants to pursue crime prevention expertise  in a creative way for 

practical rule-of-law ends, as a progressive process responding to the evolving  crime picture, economic and socio-cultural factors: Individuals, 

societies and communities (urban, digital and other) should learn how to network more instrumentally, generate energies for crime prevention and 

create avenues and opportunities through which delinquents and criminals can socially reintegrate.  

 

The course’s idea is to share with  students through various course interactions the precepts of team cooperation needed for a successful delivery of 

a joint outcome, with a view to learning organizational skills appreciated in professional life, as per the course’s material/method and conduct 

(below). 

 

Course material/method: See listed hyperlinked  publications and video footage (local, locally adaptable or generic) as an advance mandatory  

material for student’s own studies in preparation for the classes. The course draws on natural experiments and (non-) experimental evidence 

described there. Based on the above  a student can be prepared for the  ensuing from that material other course-related topics and take a full 

advantage of following them. The course includes  anonymous students’ evaluation of its content and instructor.  

 

Conduct of the course:  This 4-part  16-hour course is based on Lecturer’s Notes with pre-recorded expert and other  crime prevention multimedia 

presentations, plus  Questions & Answers session. Monitored by the Dean’s Office, the  appointed Course Assistant communicates before its start 

with all registered attendees, and enlists their  involvement in the preparation for the course by: (a) collecting students’ declarations of the 

cognizance of the hyperlinked pre-course material, (b) pre-arranging with 4 or more volunteers for 4  short (max. 15’) topical PowerPoint or other 

introduction of the  relevant part  of the pre-course material (“What is this topic about?”), followed by the Lecturer’s presentation, (c) assisting in 

the implementation of other course-related students’ proposals.  

 

Results: While the course  provides practical   what  knowledge on ways and means of making crime prevention work, the  why and how part of the 

course  offers generic explanation and skills for negotiating and producing the rule-of-law outcomes  by students aiming at such deliverables and 

careers  in various legal cultures and systems. A student will learn how best to invest crime prevention decision-maker’s and practitioner’s time  and 

other resources for optimal returns on action-oriented research  and on countering crime by getting things done for the rule-of-law outcomes with 

people and groups involved in the prevention, whether locally, interculturally or/and internationally – especially those thinking differently, but 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hyperlink
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wanting the same. The course facilitates the identification of international opportunities for networking and profiling own domestic/professional 

interests in the SSR field. 

 
Prerequisites: Students must have a fluent command of the English language to follow lectures; in the interest of combining  and operationalizing 

general knowledge for practical applications passed exams in criminal law, law of criminal procedure, and public international law necessary; 

substantive preparation for each course required, and assessed for advanced discussions, as per the annotated programme; necessary advance 

knowledge of the course resource material hyperlinked in the annotated programme. The  follow-up multiple-choice quiz at the 4
th

 part of the course 

involves responding to the questions from the basic pre-course source material (a few written research texts), i.e. save press articles and 

audiovisuals. 

  

Preferences:  Law school and other faculties’ students with a genuine interest in international and intercultural cooperation for development. Highly 

appreciated  interest in  the United Nations and other global organizations. 

 

Grades:  Registered and participating students who in writing confirm before the course’s start their cognizance of  its  hyperlinked  publications 

and video footage (listed in the right column below), after completing the course and successfully answering the follow-up quiz  questions are 

eligible to receive a Certificate of Participation by the Academic Council on the United Nations System. They may also receive Lecturer’s Letter of 

Recommendation, in case of an official exam, when top-graded. However, those course attendees who do not wish to apply for one or the other 

recognition, are welcome as free listeners.  

 

Assets: Passed exam in criminal law; interest and creative ideas to spearhead Crime Prevention. 

 

Dr hab.(Law/Criminology, Poland) Sławomir REDO worked for the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (1981- 2011), most recently in its 

Justice Section/Division for Operations. As the  UN Senior Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice Expert, he was involved in technical assistance 

projects implementing the United Nations law against organized crime in Central Asia. In other capacities he assisted in crime prevention 

cooperation between developing countries (South-South); urban crime prevention; abolition of the death penalty; crime prevention and civilian 

private policing; virtual forum against cybercrime; on-line international crime prevention and criminal justice education. He has often been guest 

lecturer/speaker at many universities and institutes worldwide, and has published about 60 articles, 4 books, coedited four other books,  mainly on 

the United Nations law and practice of crime prevention and criminal justice.  He is a member of the Academic Council on the United Nations 

System, a non-governmental organization in a general consultative status with the United Nations Economic and Social Council, The European 

Society of Criminology, the Austrian Society for Criminal Law and Criminology, and the American Society of Criminology. 

 

*** 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hyperlink
http://www.acuns.org/
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PROGRAMME: please turn over! 

Annotated Programme 
(may be subject to changes) 

 

SESSIONS/CLASSES  TOPIC ANNOTATIONS 

(hyperlinked publications and other material to be known before the start 

of the course. If e-links inaccessible/moved, please follow accordingly. 

Session 1 (1h intro + 3h) 

 

 

Introductory session General course information (concept, scope, aim, 

method, tools, results) &  

 

Part 1 Intergenerational crime prevention  

R. Homel and  K. Freiberg, Pathways to Prevention: A Holistic Model for 

Developmental Crime Prevention in Socially Disadvantaged Areas, in: 

International Report. Crime Prevention and Community Safety: Trends and 

Perspectives (International Centre for the Prevention of Crime, Montreal, 2010: 

182-184) 

 

S. Redo, Blue Criminology. The Power of United Nations Ideas to Counter Crime 

Globally, Helsinki 2012, pp. 108-118 & 220. 

 

Please read: 

 

E. Jong, Inventing Memory: A Novel of Mothers and Daughters (Prologue) 

 

Please reply then to: 

 

Moral Judgment Test, Moral Instinct Test  

 

Please see: 

 

Prof.  S. Milgram, Obedience to the Authority Experiment 

 

Prof. P. Zimbardo, Prof. Em, Stanford University, Stanford, USA, The Lucifer 

Effect: The Stanford Prison Experiment 

 

Maternal Deprivation: The work of René Spitz, John Bowlby and Michael Rutter 

 

Dr. J.  Bowlby,  44 Thieves Study (Maternal Deprivation) 

  

Prof. S. Cohen, University of Cambridge, UK,  Serious Wonder - The Science of 

Evil   

 

Please respond  next to Prof. Cohen’s  tests  measuring  Empathy   

 

1. What is Crime Prevention?  

2. Crime, psychopathy, sociopathy & empathy: What is (im)possible to 

prevent?  
3. Why the UN & Crime Prevention?: 8 UN crime prevention principles 

4. What is Sustainable Development & its  role for Crime Prevention? 

5. Poverty, inequality and unemployment: Importance of  deprivation for 

crime and its   prevention 

6. What is inclusiveness? 

7. War,  crime & offending the conscience of mankind 

8. War, genes, crime and social environment 

9. Wars & the emergence of the rule of law: What is wrong and right? 

10. What are “succeeding generations”? 

11. First, second and third generation crime effects 

12. From intergenerational “empathy”/”attachment”/“conscious parenting” to 

other social and instrumental crime prevention essentials, including 

restorative justice.  

 

 

 

http://www.crime-prevention-intl.org/fileadmin/user_upload/Publications/Crime_Prevention_and_Community_Safety_ANG.pdf
http://www.crime-prevention-intl.org/fileadmin/user_upload/Publications/Crime_Prevention_and_Community_Safety_ANG.pdf
http://issuu.com/slawomirredo/docs/redo_blue_criminology
http://issuu.com/slawomirredo/docs/redo_blue_criminology
http://www.ericajong.com/memory.htm#Excerpt:
http://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2012/04/the-heinz-dilemma-an-interactive-video-to-test-moral-development/255263/
http://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2012/04/the-heinz-dilemma-an-interactive-video-to-test-moral-development/255263/
http://wjh1.wjh.harvard.edu/~moral/learn.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xOYLCy5PVgM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sZwfNs1pqG0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q80W-5zvyR0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pnz5IJoCW-k
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sB_AGM5J-74
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sB_AGM5J-74
http://glennrowe.net/BaronCohen/EmpathyQuotient/EmpathyQuotient.aspx/
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to find out  generally what empathy  means  to you and for  Crime  Prevention  

Session 2 (2+2 classes/4h) 

 

 

Part 2 Crime prevention priorities, useful approaches and tools 

 

Faces of Violence: Non-Fiction Story 

 

My light bulb is ‘too hot’: Tories look to clamp down on frivolous prisoner 

complaints  (on the Pareto principle) 

 

M. Shader, U.S. Department of Justice, Washington, D. C.,  Risk Factors for 

Delinquency: An Overview  

 

UNODC, Handbook on Crime Prevention Guidelines. Making them Work, New 

York 2010, ch.1:22-23 

 

L. W. Sherman, D. C. Gottfredson, D. L. MacKenzie, J. Eck, P. Reuter, and S. D. 

Bushway, Preventing Crime: What Works, What Doesn’t, What’s promising, the 

National Institute of Justice, Washington, D.C., July 1998 

 

Please see: 

Lithuanian mayor crushes parked cars with tank;   

Crime Prevention Works! ; Australia,  2006 Cronulla riots 

 

Please read: Deaf to common sense?; 

Riots and prejudice: Polish judge orders soccer rowdies to watch  movie about 

Jews 

 

 

1.                 The Pareto Principle (20/80 rule) 

2.      Data gaps (country & local) 

3.                 Why a city focus?: The normative influence of cities on global fairness & 
justice   

4.      What is urbanization & modernization in the UN sense? 

5.                  What is „Urban Security“? 

6.                  General strategic framework for urban youth crime prevention 

7.      Three models to respond to urban crime 

8.      Safety audits 

9.                  The crime prevention process 

10.      Community  Safety Steering Group 

11.                Community crime prevention, self-governance, social capital         

12.                Capacity-building, increasing capacity for otherness and the right to a city 

13.                Early and later crime prevention: what works, what does not? 

 

http://www.smallarmssurvey.org/de/about-us/multimedia/films/films-faces-of-violence.html
http://news.nationalpost.com/2012/03/27/my-light-bulb-is-too-hot-tories-look-to-clamp-down-on-frivolous-prisoner-complaints/
http://news.nationalpost.com/2012/03/27/my-light-bulb-is-too-hot-tories-look-to-clamp-down-on-frivolous-prisoner-complaints/
https://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/ojjdp/frd030127.pdf
https://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/ojjdp/frd030127.pdf
http://www.unodc.org/documents/justice-and-prison-reform/crimeprevention/10-52410_Guidelines_eBook.pdf
https://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles/171676.PDF
https://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles/171676.PDF
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V-fWN0FmcIU
http://www.unodc.org/e-lectures/sport/complementary-movie-documentary.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QYiAAxZWyys
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-25944792
http://brandeiscenter.com/blog/the-purim-miracle-in-a-courtroom/
http://brandeiscenter.com/blog/the-purim-miracle-in-a-courtroom/
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Session 3 (2+2+2 classes/6h) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Part 3  Intercultural crime prevention  

 

Please see and/or read: 

 

S. Redo, For a common language of justice: Translating words into deeds, in: E. 

Pływaczewski (ed.) Current Problems of the Penal Law and Criminology, 

Białystok, Temida 2:475-500 

 
Prof.  Michael Sharf, Case Western Reserve University School of Law, Clevland, 

USA, Customary International Law: What is It?    

 
India,  Sati custom  and  Countering violence against women, The Role of Global 

Civic Community in Changing Custom of Brides’ Burning” 
 

Egypt,   Women Blamed for Sexual Assaults  
 

Morocco, Parliament repeals rape marriage law  

 
WHO, Changing cultural and social norms that support violence (Geneva, 2009) 

 

UN, Strategies on the Elimination of Violence against Women 

 

 

J. Rifkin, How empathy serves the  Dialogue among Civilizations through 

understanding and accepting otherness 

 

 

1.  Geography of thinking & urban mind 

2.             Metric of culture: Low and high context cultures 

3. Culture-Assumptions-Logic 

4. 5 cultural ways of thinking/2 types of relations / 1 logic? 

5. Occidental & Oriental ways of thinking 

6. What is then “Oriental thinking”? 

7. Making Oriental & Occidental ways of thinking work together 

8. Reconciling Universalism & Particularism for Crime Prevention 

   9.            Translating Occidental  words into Oriental deeds in  Crime Prevention 

  10.           Review summary of Occidental, Oriental & UN concepts/precepts and 

examples from the intercultural crime prevention perspective 

  11.           How to increase the capacity for otherness/inclusiveness in Crime Prevention? 

  12.           Individual, group and UN action-threshold  for  justice & security reform 

Session 4 (2 classes/2h) 

 

 Part 4  International crime prevention 

 

 

S. Redo, Blue Criminology. The Power of United Nations Ideas to Counter Crime 

Globally, Helsinki 2012, pp. 94-104. 

 

 

 

 

 

1. What is “Justice and Security Sector Reform”? 

2. Progressive development of international action against crime in the world, 

1764-2013 

3. What is „Human Security”? 

 4.            What is the  UN Rule of Law? 

 5.            What is UN criminal justice? 

 6.            What is “common good” & capacity-building? 

 

 

 

http://issuu.com/slawomirredo/docs/for_a_common_language_of_justice_-_redo/1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fYYTUDz-AFg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fYYTUDz-AFg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fYYTUDz-AFg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FSezPvUtvbQ
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dowry_death
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OBkYdbbg6Dc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OBkYdbbg6Dc
http://p.nytimes.com/email/re?location=InCMR7g4BCJ+o1OpSn8MzV9igVrOW093&user_id=4317b15e101a46d03124cb4b8becbd20&email_type=eta&task_id=1364284271156542
http://www.aljazeera.com/news/africa/2014/01/morocco-repeals-rape-marriage-law-2014123254643455.html
http://www.aljazeera.com/news/africa/2014/01/morocco-repeals-rape-marriage-law-2014123254643455.html
http://whqlibdoc.who.int/publications/2009/9789241598330_eng.pdf
http://www.unodc.org/documents/justice-and-prison-reform/crimeprevention/Model_Strategies_and_Practical_Measures_on_the_Elimination_of_Violence_against_Women_in_the_Field_of_Crime_Prevention_and_Criminal_Justice.pdf
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l7AWnfFRc7g
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l7AWnfFRc7g
http://issuu.com/slawomirredo/docs/redo_blue_criminology
http://issuu.com/slawomirredo/docs/redo_blue_criminology

